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A	Foundation	for	Reading,	Writing,	and
Rhythm	in	the	Classroom
Questions	to	Activate	Thinking

1. How	do	you	currently	use	your	students’	interests,	curiosity,	and	the	arts
to	support	learning?

2. What	do	you	hope	to	learn	from	this	chapter	about	integrating	students’
interests,	questions,	and	the	arts	into	your	lessons?

3. How	do	you	think	this	chapter	could	help	your	students	meet	state	or
national	standards?

Using	Students’	Interests
Teachers	 intuitively	 know	 that	 students	 come	 to	 school	 with	 outside

interests	that	can	be	harnessed	for	learning.	Recently,	researchers	have	studied
the	power	of	 students’	 out-of-school	 interests	 to	 improve	 learning	 in	 school
(Fink	2008,	2006;	Guthrie,	Klauda,	and	Ho	2013;	Hartman	1997;	Hong	Xu,
Zunich,	and	Perkins	2007).	More	than	ever	before,	teachers	today	are	tapping
into	 students’	 interests	 in	 sports,	 superheroes,	 nature,	 music,	 dance,
gymnastics,	 and	 gaming.	 Our	 increasing	 awareness	 of	 the	 positive	 role	 of
students’	 interests	 arose	 from	 teachers’	 experiences	 in	 real	 classrooms,
including	my	own	experiences	teaching	in	a	public	school	in	New	York	(Fink
forthcoming	 2016,	 2008,	 2006;	 Fischer	 and	 Fusaro,	 2008;	Guthrie,	Klauda,
and	Ho	2013;	Harvey	2015;	Renninger	and	Hidi	forthcoming).

One	year	I	noticed	five	bright,	enthusiastic	students	in	my	English	language
arts	 class.	 They	 consistently	 sparked	 class	 discussions	 with	 their	 creative
ideas,	 yet	 something	 about	 them	perplexed	me.	There	 seemed	 to	 be	 a	 deep
gulf	between	their	complex	ideas	about	 literature	on	the	one	hand,	and	their
lack	of	basic	reading	skills	on	the	other	hand.	I	wondered,	“What’s	going	on?”
I	had	come	across	Eileen	Simpson’s	book	Reversals	 (1979),	which	 included
intriguing	 vignettes	 about	 Simpson’s	 experiences	 as	 a	 girl	 with	 dyslexia.



Moved	by	Simpson’s	story,	I	thought	it	might	be	relevant	to	my	students,	so	I
read	an	excerpt	aloud	to	my	class.

A	 few	days	 later,	 I	 received	notes	 from	several	mothers,	 thanking	me	 for
reading	Reversals	 to	 the	class,	each	one	 telling	me	how	much	 it	had	helped
her	child	learn	that	other	smart	people	had	struggled	with	reading	and	writing,
yet	 ultimately	 succeeded.	 The	 powerful	 impact	 of	 Simpson’s	 story	 sparked
my	 curiosity	 about	 others	 who	 had	 struggled	 with	 reading	 yet	 ultimately
succeeded.	I	wanted	to	learn	more	about	them	and	find	out	what	led	to	their
success,	both	as	readers	and	as	professionals.

So	I	conducted	a	study	with	a	group	of	individuals	from	all	over	the	United
States	who	had	struggled	with	reading,	yet	eventually	succeeded	in	fields	that
required	lots	of	reading	and	writing—fields	such	as	medicine,	law,	business,
theater,	 art,	 psychology,	 education,	 biology,	 and	 physics.	 Many	 of	 these
individuals	 were	 outstanding	 professionals	 who	 were	 major	 movers	 and
shakers	 in	 their	 fields.	 I	 traveled	 around	 the	 country	 administering	 literacy
and	psychological	tests	and	assessments	to	them	and	conducted	lengthy	face-
to-face	 interviews	 with	 each	 person.	 As	 I	 listened	 to	 their	 fascinating	 life
stories,	I	was	struck	by	the	depths	of	their	academic	struggles,	as	well	as	the
heights	of	their	ultimate	successes.

Ronald	W.	Davis’	Story
I	 interviewed	 Dr.	 Ronald	 W.	 Davis,	 one	 of	 the	 greatest	 living

innovators	of	the	21st	century	(Allan	2013).	Dr.	Davis	is	Professor	of
Biochemistry	 and	 Genetics	 and	 Director	 of	 the	 Stanford	 University
Genome	Technology	Center.	His	groundbreaking	scientific	research	is
responsible	 for	 many	 of	 the	 major	 genetic	 advances	 of	 the	 past	 20
years	(Allan	2013).	Davis	has	won	numerous	prestigious	awards,	such
as	 The	 Gruber	 Prize	 in	 Genetics	 in	 2011,	 and	 The	 Warren	 Alpert
Foundation	 Prize	 in	 2013.	 In	 view	 of	 his	 remarkable
accomplishments,	 I	 was	 surprised	 when	 Dr.	 Davis	 told	 me	 he	 had
failed	 classes	 and	 was	 left	 back	 in	 school	 due	 to	 his	 reading
difficulties.	He	vividly	recalled	his	painful	struggles	learning	to	read
and	write.

“I	was	at	 the	bottom	 in	 reading	 skills	 and	 spelling
skills.	I	was	a	very,	very	slow	reader	and	couldn’t	read
out	 loud	 or	 silently.	 It	 began	 in	 first	 grade	 and
continued	 in	 second	grade,	 third	grade,	 fourth	grade,
and	on	and	on	and	on…”	(Fink	2006,	71)



I	 had	 expected	 to	 learn	 that	 Dr.	 Davis	 had	 conducted	 scientific
experiments	without	 really	 reading	much.	However,	 as	 I	 listened	 to
him,	 I	 realized	 that,	 on	 the	 contrary,	 he	was	 actually	 an	 avid	 reader
who	loved	reading	science	materials,	beginning	at	an	early	age.	As	a
boy,	 Davis	 was	 an	 avid	 young	 reader	 propelled	 by	 his	 passionate
personal	interest—science.

“You	 read	 science	 for	 how	 things	 are	 put	 together.
My	 interest	 in	 chemistry…started	 with	 my	 interest	 in
airplanes	 in	grade	 school…	 that	 quickly	 converted	 to
propellant	systems	in	7th	and	8th	grades.”	(Fink	2006,
71)

Dr.	Davis	was	motivated	by	an	intense	interest	in	science	and	what
Professor	Ellen	Winner	of	Boston	College	calls	“a	rage	to	master”	a
subject	(1996).	Despite	his	severe	dyslexia	and	difficulties	with	basic,
lower	 level	 visual	 and	 phonological	 reading	 skills,	 he	 engaged	 in
close	 reading	of	 advanced	 science	books—complex	 texts	 apparently
well	above	the	reading	level	of	his	peers.	The	type	of	close	reading	of
complex	 texts	 that	Dr.	Davis	engaged	 in	 is	a	compelling	goal	of	 the
Common	Core	and	other	state	standards.

“When	I	was	a	freshman	in	high	school,	I	read	quite
a	few	college	texts.	I	became	fascinated	with	nitrogen
chemistry,	 so	 I	 got	 organic	 chemistry	 textbooks	 from
my	teacher.”	(Fink	2006,	71)

Dr.	Davis,	like	the	individuals	in	my	study,	was	spurred	by	intense	curiosity
about	a	topic	of	passionate	personal	interest.	Each	of	them	read	voraciously,
engaging	in	what	Jeanne	Chall	called	“reading	to	learn”	(1996).	Propelled	by
their	intellectual	curiosity	to	learn	more,	they	described	their	own	passions	for
“reading	to	learn”	about	a	topic	of	passionate	personal	interest:

“I	did	a	 lot	of	 reading.	 I	 loved	 reading	about	physics,	 so	 I
got	lots	of	physics	magazines	and	books,	and	I	just	read	about
physics	on	my	own.”	—James	Bensinger,	physicist	(Fink	2006,
8;	2008,	1998)

“I	 remember	 reading	 many,	 many	 historical	 novels,
particularly	 about	 the	 Tudor	 and	 Stuart	 periods.	 Because
mainly	they	were	lovely	love	stories!”	(Fink	2006,	95)–Ann	L.



Brown,	educational	researcher

“I	loved	history….	I’m	a	Civil	War	buff,	mainly	‘cause	I	like
Lincoln.	So	through	reading	about	Lincoln,	I’ve	learned	lots	of
other	things—including	learning	how	to	read!”	(Fink	2006,	8)
—C.	Ellen	Corduan,	theater	set	designer/	teacher

By	 reading	 extensively	 about	 a	 topic	 they	 found	 personally	 fascinating,
each	 individual	 in	my	 study	developed	deep	knowledge	of	 the	 schema	of	 a
favorite	 content	 area;	 this	 included	 learning	 its	 specific	 vocabulary,	 themes,
questions,	 concepts,	 and	 typical	 text	 structures.	 Based	 on	 their	 schema
familiarity,	they	used	the	context	effectively	to	make	smart	guesses	and	learn
new	words	 and	 concepts.	Their	 intense	 and	 repeated	 reading	 about	 a	 single
favorite	 topic	 enhanced	 their	 depth	 of	 background	 knowledge	 and,
simultaneously,	enabled	them	to	gain	lots	of	reading	practice.	The	repetition
and	 redundant	 text	 material	 itself	 provided	 some	 of	 the	 requisite	 drill	 and
practice	they	needed	to	develop	reading	fluency	and	deep	understanding	(Fink
2006,	2008;	Rasinski	and	Samuels	2011).

Their	 topics	 of	 personal	 interest	 varied.	 Figure	 1.1	 summarizes	 their
favorite	topics	and	genres.



Gender	differences	in	topics	of	high-interest	reading	were	statistically
significant,	suggesting	that	the	differences	were	not	due	to	chance	alone
(chi	square	=	5.71,	p	=	.017).

An	Interest-Based	Model	of	Content-Area	Literacy
Results	 from	 the	 interviews	 and	 tests	 led	 to	 an	 Interest-Based	Model	 of

Content-Area	Literacy	that	I	developed	(Fink	2012,	2008,	2006,	1996;	Fink,
Wauhkonen,	and	Pluto	2012).	This	model	places	student	interest	at	the	center
of	 teaching	 and	 learning	 and	 relies	 on	 teachers	 as	marvelous	mentors	 who
open	the	door	 to	student	success.	The	model	 involves	 tapping	into	students’
individual	 interests	 and	 providing	 reading	 materials	 and	 writing	 activities
based	on	their	interests.

Teachers	provide	a	key	to	success	in	The	Interest-Based	Model	of	Content-
Area	Literacy.	They	can	be	marvelous	mentors	who	encourage	each	student
and	provide	compelling	materials	about	students’	interests.	The	Interest-Based
Model	 has	 seven	 components,	 as	 shown	 in	 Figure	 1.2.	 Suggestions	 for
implementing	components	of	the	model	are	described	in	Chapters	2–5.



Intentional	Planning
The	first	three	components	of	the	model	entail	intentional	planning	on	the

part	of	the	teacher	in	order	to	capitalize	on	each	student’s	interests.	First,	the
teacher	 explicitly	 encourages	 each	 student	 to	 pursue	 a	 personal	 interest,
spurring	 motivation	 for	 sustained	 reading.	 In	 addition	 to	 encouraging
students’	 interests,	 the	 teacher	 plans	 regular	 opportunities	 for	 students	 to
engage	 in	 content-specific	 reading	 and	 writing	 about	 their	 topics.	 For
example,	 the	 teacher	 may	 plan	 a	 regular	 Sustained	 Silent	 Reading	 (SSR)
period	 at	 the	 same	 time	 each	 day.	 While	 students	 are	 reading,	 the	 teacher
circulates	to	guide	each	student’s	development	of	background	knowledge	and
deep	schema	about	the	topic,	asking	questions	and	planning	discussions	about
students’	topics.	This	questioning	and	ongoing	discussion	helps	students	build
background	 knowledge	 and,	 ultimately,	 develop	 deep	 schema	 about	 their
topics.	 Moreover,	 the	 teacher	 also	 guides	 students	 individually	 to	 locate
additional	 books	 and	 websites	 on	 their	 topics,	 thus	 promoting	 extensive
reading.	This	kind	of	extensive,	sustained	reading	about	a	topic	helps	students
develop	the	necessary	background	information	and	deep	schema	that	lead	to
deep	understanding	of	complex	texts—a	goal	of	the	Common	Core	and	other
state	standards.



Using	Context
The	 teacher	 also	 provides	 explicit	 instruction	 in	 effective	 strategies	 for

using	 the	 context	 to	 promote	 comprehension.	 This	 means	 calling	 students’
attention	 to	 the	 surrounding	words	and	 ideas	within	a	 text	 in	order	 to	guide
them	 to	 make	 “smart	 guesses”	 and	 predictions	 about	 the	 text’s	 meanings.
Learning	specific	ways	to	use	the	context	enhances	textual	understanding	and
promotes	reading	proficiency	at	increasingly	higher	levels.

The	 individuals	 in	 my	 study	 ultimately	 developed	 the	 highest	 levels	 of
proficient	 literacy—regardless	 of	 whether	 their	 favorite	 topic	 was	 physics,
chemistry,	 Civil	 War	 history,	 architecture,	 etc.	 They	 scored	 high	 on	 all
objective	 tests	 and	 assessments	 in	 vocabulary	 knowledge	 and	 reading
comprehension.	 By	 reading	 avidly	 about	 a	 topic	 of	 personal	 interest,	 they
developed	schema	familiarity	and	background	knowledge	that	supported	their
development	of	high-level	literacy.

When	 confronted	 with	 new,	 unfamiliar	 words,	 they	 used	 a	 strategy	 of
contextual	guessing	based	on	the	context.	Their	contextual	guessing	was	more
likely	 to	 be	 correct	 based	 on	 their	 schema	 familiarity	 and	 deep	 background
knowledge.

“I	 used	 context	 a	 lot	 to	 guess	 at	 new	 words.”	 —Barbara
Bikofsky,	special	educator	(Fink	1998,	324)

“I	 tended	 to	be,	 you	know,	 fairly	 contextdriven.	So	 I	made
assumptions	 very	 quickly	 based	 on	 context	 and	 usually
substituted	a	reasonable	word.”

—Alexander	Goldowsky,	museum	 coordinator	 (Fink	 2002,
122)

“Even	 today,	when	 I	 can’t	 figure	 out	 a	word,	 I	 guess	 from
the	 context.	 I	 guess	 what	 makes	 sense	 and	 usually	 have	 it
right.”	—Baruj	Benacerraf,	Nobel	Prize	winning	immunologist
(Fink	2006,	12;	Fink	and	Samuels	2008)

Developing	Questions
The	 individuals	 in	my	 study	 asked	 their	 own	questions	 and	 embarked	on

finding	 their	 own	 answers.	 Motivated	 by	 intellectual	 curiosity	 about	 their



favorite	topics,	 they	sought	answers	to	questions	from	reading	and	hands-on
activities.

“I	 set	 up	 a	 lab	 in	 my	 basement	 and	 did	 experiments	 with
compounds	that	I	got	from	chemical	supply	companies….	That
early	 experience	 was	 useful—asking	 your	 own	 questions,
doing	 your	 own	 experiments,	 and	 building	 your	 own
confidence	 by	 doing	 these	 things.”	 —Ronald	 W.	 Davis,
genomic	scientist	(Fink	2006,	72;	2003)

Learning	Through	the	Arts
The	 arts	 are	 powerful	 venues	 for	 teaching	 in	 a	 variety	 of	 content	 areas.

Increasingly,	educators	today	attest	to	the	power	of	the	arts	to	enliven	lessons
and	engage	all	types	of	students	(Bouffard	2014;	Donovan	and	Pascale	2012;
Fiske	 1999;	 Gardner	 2014;	 Gibas	 2012).	 Harvard	 psychologist	 Howard
Gardner	 frames	 the	 arts	 as	 a	way	 to	motivate	 learning	 and	 teach	discipline.
According	 to	Gardner,	 art	 is	 inextricably	 linked	 to	 human	development	 and
woefully	excluded	from	the	school	curriculum	(2014,	1983).

Many	of	the	individuals	in	my	study	learned	through	a	variety	of	art	forms.
For	example,	Ann	Brown,	an	educational	researcher,	loved	to	dance	and,	as	a
young	 girl,	 excelled	 as	 a	 dancer.	Although	 she	 didn’t	 learn	 to	 read	 fluently
until	age	13,	the	fact	that	she	excelled	in	dance	gave	her	an	outlet	for	personal
expression	and	joy.	Perhaps	most	importantly,	excelling	in	dance	enabled	Ann
Brown	to	be	a	star	and	develop	confidence	in	her	own	abilities.

“I	was	very,	very	successful	as	a	dancer;	I	won	medals	for
my	dancing!	Dancing	was	a	great	outlet	 that	provided	 joy	 in
my	life;	excelling	in	dance	gave	me	the	confidence	that	I	could
succeed	 in	 things	 if	 I	 worked	 hard.”	 —Ann	 L.	 Brown,
educational	researcher	(personal	interview	with	Ann	L.	Brown,
1996)

Ultimately,	 Ann	 Brown	 became	 a	 famous	 educational	 researcher	 and
professor	 at	 the	 University	 of	 California	 at	 Berkeley.	 She	 earned	 many
prestigious	 awards	 for	 her	 outstanding	 contributions	 to	 the	 field	 of
metacognition	and	literacy	research.	Professor	Brown’s	influential	research	is
cited	widely	today	and	used	by	teachers	all	over	the	world.	The	art	of	dance
played	 an	 important	 role	 in	 Ann	 Brown’s	 ultimate	 success	 by	 building	 her
self-confidence	in	her	abilities.



Marvelous	Mentors
Each	 individual	 in	my	study	specifically	 recalled	marvelous	mentors	who

helped	 them	succeed	despite	 their	difficulties.	They	were	especially	grateful
to	these	memorable	teachers,	who	made	a	huge	difference	in	their	lives.	They
remember	them	with	reverence	and	gratitude.

“Mr.	 Tilman	 is	 a	 teacher	 I’ll	 never	 forget.	 He	 got	 me
psyched	 about	 reading	 by	 using	 comics	 and	 art,	 which
fascinated	 me!”	 —Cruz	 Sanabria,	 early	 childhood	 educator
(Fink	2006,	47)

“In	 fifth	 grade,	 I	 finally	 learned	 to	 read;	 it	 was	 a	 big
change!	I	remember	it	clearly:	My	teacher,	Mrs.	King,	helped
me.	 I	 owe	 it	 all	 to	Mrs.	King!”	—James	Bensinger,	 physicist
(Fink	2006,	2003)

“My	 high	 school	 biology	 teacher	 encouraged	 me	 to	 read
more	science	books	and	take	more	science	courses.	He	helped
me	with	my	experiments	on	plants	and	put	me	in	contact	with	a
biology	professor	at	Eastern	Illinois	University.”	—Ronald	W.
Davis,	genomics	scientist	(Fink	2006,	72)

Discovering	Students’	Interests
Teachers	 played	 pivotal	 roles	 in	 nurturing	 the	 personal	 interests	 of	 these

individuals	 and	 promoting	 their	 success.	 Similarly,	 teachers	 today	 can
determine	 what	 interests	 each	 student	 has	 and	 nurture	 those	 interests.
Teachers	 can	 discover	 each	 student’s	 interests	 by	 using	 one	 of	 the	 many
Reading	Interest	Inventories	available,	such	as	the	one	in	Figure	1.3.	Another
strategy	is	to	use	an	autobiographical	Bio	Poem	or	I-Poem,	shown	in	Figures
1.4	and	1.5.	Each	of	 these	activities	will	help	familiarize	 teachers	with	 their
own	students’	interests.

Reading	Interest	Inventories
Reading	Interest	Inventories	(RIIS)	are	short	surveys	that	reveal	a	student’s

favorite	 topics	 and	 genres;	 they	 provide	 a	 wonderful	 way	 for	 teachers	 to
ascertain	what	topics	excite	each	student.	In	my	own	classes,	I	have	found	the
Sample	Reading	Interest	Inventory	in	Figure	1.3	to	be	especially	helpful	at	the
beginning	of	 each	 school	year;	however,	 it	 can	be	used	at	 any	 time	when	a



teacher	 wants	 to	 learn	 more	 about	 a	 student.	 Reading	 Interest	 Inventories
provide	a	great	way	for	students	and	teachers	to	get	to	know	each	other	in	a
comfortable,	 low-key	 setting.	 The	 teacher	 can	 informally	 administer	 an	RII
orally	to	a	student,	while	other	students	work	quietly.	Older	students	can	fill
out	the	written	Reading	Interest	Inventory	individually	and	then	hand	it	to	the
teacher.

Reading	 Interest	 Inventories	 are	 also	 an	 effective	 way	 to	 address	 the
important	speaking	and	listening	goals	of	the	Common	Core	State	Standards.
This	 is	 especially	 the	 case	when	 students	work	 in	 pairs	 and	 interview	 each
other,	which	can	be	done	easily	with	 students	 in	grades	3	or	4	 and	up.	The
student	interviewer	asks	questions	aloud,	the	interviewee	replies,	and	finally,
the	interviewer	records	the	interviewee’s	responses	in	writing.	This	activity	is
fun	and	provides	a	good	way	for	students	to	bond	and	get	to	know	each	other,
while	 the	 teacher	 learns	 more	 about	 each	 individual’s	 interests.	 Moreover,
since	 Reading	 Interest	 Inventories	 have	 no	 right	 or	 wrong	 answers,	 they
create	a	relaxed	social	learning	environment	while	revealing	lots	of	important
information	about	each	student	in	a	relatively	short	amount	of	time.

After	 administering	 the	 Reading	 Interest	 Inventory,	 teachers	 can	 use	 the
results	 to	 select	 reading	 materials	 based	 on	 each	 student’s	 interests.	 For
students	who	 have	 not	 had	 opportunities	 to	 discover	 or	 develop	 interests,	 I
suggest	 using	 clues	 from	 the	 student’s	 favorite	 media	 subjects	 to	 discover
their	dormant,	underlying	interests.	The	sample	Reading	Interest	Inventory	in
Figure	1.3	can	be	used	across	grade	levels.

Figure	1.3	Sample	Reading	Interest	Inventory

• What	are	some	books	that	were	read	to	you?

• What	are	some	books	that	you	have	read	yourself?

• What	are	some	of	your	hobbies?

• What	after-school	activities	do	you	like?

• What	are	some	movies	that	you	like?

• What	television	shows	do	you	watch?

• What	are	some	computer	games,	websites,	or	apps	that	you	like?

• What	school	subjects	interest	you?

• What	pets,	sports,	or	art	activities	do	you	like?

• If	you	could	take	a	trip,	where	would	you	go?	Why	would	you	like	to
go	there?



• What	jobs	or	careers	interest	you?	Why?

(Adapted	from	Roe,	Smith,	and	Burns	2011;	Fink	2006;	Fink	and	Samuels
2008)

Teachers	can	also	modify	the	Reading	Interest	Inventory	to	suit	 their	own
students’	 needs	 and	 administer	 it	 in	 various	 ways.	 The	 following	 are
adaptations	for	various	grade	ranges.

Reading	Interest	Inventory	Ideas

Grades	K–2
The	teacher	orally	asks	questions	from	the	Reading	Interest	Inventory.	Then,
the	teacher	records	the	students’	responses.

Grades	3–5
Depending	on	the	needs	and	levels	of	the	class,	students	either	respond	to	the
inventory	questions	in	writing,	or	the	teacher	writes	the	students’	responses.

Secondary
Students	 write	 their	 own	 responses	 to	 questions	 on	 the	 Reading	 Interest
Inventory.	Or,	students	ask	a	partner	the	inventory	questions	and	write	down
their	partner’s	responses.

Bio	Poems	and	I-Poems
Another	quick,	 effective	way	 to	 learn	about	a	 student’s	 interests	 is	 to	use

Bio	 Poems	 and	 I-Poems.	 (See	 Figures	 1.4	 and	 1.5.)	 These	 easy-to-use
templates	 encourage	 students	 to	 write	 and	 draw	 pictures	 about	 themselves.
The	Bio	Poem	 template	 is	 useful	 for	 students	 across	 ages	 and	grade	 levels.
Bio	 Poems	 and	 I-Poems	 are	 easy	 to	modify	 and	 adapt	 to	 suit	 the	 ages	 and
developmental	stages	of	different	groups	of	students.

Figure	1.4	Sample	Bio	Poem



Line	1:	First	name	only

Line	2:	Four	traits	that	describe	you

Line	3:	Siblings	of	__________	(or	son/daughter	of	__________)

Line	4:	Loves	__________,	__________,	__________	(3	people	or	things)

Line	5:	Who	feels	__________,	__________,	__________	(3	items)

Line	6:	Who	needs	__________,	__________,	__________	(3	items)

Line	7:	Who	gives	__________,	__________,	__________	(3	items)

Line	8:	Who	fears	__________,	__________,	__________	(3	items)

Line	9:	Who	would	like	to	see	__________,	__________,	__________	(3
items)

Line	10:	Resident	of	(your	street),	(your	city)

Line	11:	Your	last	name	(draw	a	picture	of	yourself)

(Adapted	by	Minnie	Gross,	Florida	middle	school	teacher)

Figure	1.5	Sample	I-Poem

I	am	__________

I	wonder	__________

I	hear	__________

I	see	__________

I	want	__________

I	am	__________

I	pretend	__________

I	feel	__________

I	touch	__________

I	worry	__________

I	cry	__________

I	am	__________

I	understand	__________

I	say	__________



I	dream	__________

(Reprinted	from	Kucan	2007)

Bio	Poem	or	I-Poem	Ideas

Grades	K–2
The	teacher	reads	the	questions	aloud	and	writes	the	students’	responses.

Grades	3–5
Students	write	their	own	responses	and	then	share	them	aloud	with	a	partner,
a	small	group,	or	the	whole	class.

Secondary
Each	 student	writes	 down	 a	 partner’s	 responses.	Afterwards,	 students	 share
their	responses	with	a	different	partner	or	a	small	group.

Resources	to	Support	Students’	Interests
After	discovering	what	intrigues	a	student,	busy	teachers	face	the	challenge

of	 finding	 books	 and	 websites	 to	 match	 each	 student’s	 interests.	 The
following	resources	provide	lists	of	highly	recommended	books	and	websites
on	 specific	 topics.	 These	 lists	 make	 library	 trips	 more	 purposeful	 and
productive	but,	of	course,	don’t	preclude	the	fun	of	browsing.

Book	Lists	to	Support	Students’	Interests
100	Best	Books	for	Children	(Silvey	2004)—This	is	an	outstanding
resource	for	matching	students	to	books	of	interest.	It	includes	a	concise
plot	summary	and	age	range	for	each	title.

A	to	Zoo:	Subject	Access	to	Students’	Picture	Books	(Lima	and	Lima
2006)—This	resource	is	excellent	for	finding	books	on	the	interests	of
young	children.	It	lists	preschool	and	elementary	books	alphabetically
by	topic.



Bookmatch:	How	to	Scaffold	Student	Book	Selection	for	Independent
Reading	(Wedwick	and	Wutz	2008)—The	Bookmatch	system	helps	each
child	self-select	a	book,	rate	it	according	to	specific	criteria,	and	make
an	independent	decision	about	a	book	choice.	This	system	is	based	on
criteria	including	readability	level,	book	length,	language,	organization,
prior	knowledge	of	the	topic,	genre	appeal,	text	manageability,	topic
appropriateness,	connections	to	another	book	or	life	experience,	and
high	(or	low)	interest	of	the	book	to	the	student.	Bookmatch	provides
websites	with	additional	resources,	reproducible	charts,	and	specific
criteria	to	help	primary	and	intermediate	students	selfselect	“just	right”
books	independently.

Bright	Beginnings	for	Boys:	Engaging	Young	Boys	in	Active	Literacy
(Zambo	and	Brozo	2009)—This	excellent	book	for	teachers	presents
book	suggestions	as	well	as	new	ways	to	approach	literacy	teaching	for
boys	in	primary	and	intermediate	grades.

Great	Books	for	Boys:	More	Than	600	Books	for	Boys	2–14	(Odean
1997)—This	annotated	list	has	fascinating	books	that	will	interest	many
boys.	The	author’s	goal	is	to	avoid	gender	stereotypes	while
recommending	books	likely	to	appeal	to	boys	with	a	wide	range	of
interests	and	personalities.

Great	Books	for	Girls:	More	Than	600	Books	to	Inspire	Today’s	Girls
and	Tomorrow’s	Women	(Odean	1997)—This	unique	annotated	book	list
contains	stories	with	heroines	who	are	active,	creative,	articulate,	and
intelligent.	Girls	in	these	books	meet	difficult	challenges,	resolve
conflicts,	and	engage	in	adventures	and	active	quests	and	experiences.

Teaching	with	Rhythm	and	Rap
Rhythm,	 rhyme,	and	 rap	are	powerful	hooks	 that	 spark	students’	 interests

and	engage	 them	in	 learning.	There	are	many	creative	ways	 to	use	 these	art
forms	to	support	instruction	and	deepen	learning	in	all	the	content	areas.

In	their	compelling	book,	Hip-Hop	Poetry	and	the	Classics,	Alan	Sitomer
and	 Michael	 Cirelli	 (2004)	 argue	 convincingly	 that	 rap	 lyrics	 possess	 the
same	 literary	 components	 as	 classical	 poems	and	 can	be	used	 effectively	 to
teach	poetry.	Sitomer	and	Cirelli	explain	that	rap	lyrics	and	traditional	poems
share	 the	 following	 key	 literary	 elements:	 alliteration,	 allusion,	 figurative
language,	 imagery,	 irony,	 metaphor,	 simile,	 onomatopoeia,	 rhyme	 schemes,
mood,	 theme,	 meaning,	 and	 so	 forth.	 For	 example,	 Sitomer	 and	 Cirelli
demonstrate	how	the	classic	poem	“Harlem:	A	Dream	Deferred”	by	Langston
Hughes	 (1958)	 and	 the	 rap	 “Juicy”	 by	 Notorious	 B.	 I.G.	 (1994)	 both	 use



powerful	 imagery	and	share	universal	 themes.	 In	 these	 two	pieces,	 reaching
for	 your	 dreams	 is	 a	 shared	 universal	 theme.	 In	 addition	 to	 encouraging
students	to	strive	for	high	goals,	lofty	ambitions,	and	personal	dreams,	both	of
these	 literary	works	 explore	 the	 devastating	 outcomes	 that	 can	 result	 when
individuals	 ignore	 their	 own	 dreams	 for	 too	 long—sadness,	 stress,	 inner
decay,	 anger,	 and	 self-destruction,	 to	 name	 a	 few.	 (Note:	 “Juicy”	 includes
explicit	 lyrics	 and	 strong	 content.	 Please	 review	 the	 lyrics	 closely	 to
determine	 whether	 they	 are	 appropriate	 to	 use	 with	 students,	 and	 consider
blacking	 out	 offensive	 content.	 It	 is	 not	 recommended	 for	 students	 younger
than	high	school.)

In	 keeping	 with	 suggestions	 for	 instruction	 in	 Sitomer	 and	 Cirelli’s
captivating	 book,	 teachers	 can	 use	 their	 own	 students’	 fascination	with	 pop
culture	 as	 a	way	 to	 draw	 in	all	 types	 of	 students	 and	 help	 them	 appreciate
classic	poetry	as	well	as	rap.	By	demonstrating	literary	elements	that	the	two
genres	share,	teachers	entice	and	empower	students	to	recognize	the	relevance
and	power	of	rap	as	well	as	classics	of	the	literary	canon.

In	my	own	teaching,	I	have	discovered	that	rap	is	a	great	way	to	meet	the
goals	 of	 state	 and	 national	 standards.	 One	 activity	 that	 has	 proven	 very
successful	 is	 guiding	 students	 to	 write	 their	 own	 raps	 based	 on	 themes	 or
favorite	excerpts	or	vignettes	from	a	text.	This	activity	inspired	my	students’
enthusiasm	and	enhanced	their	ability	to	read	complex	texts	closely,	develop
analytical	 comprehension	 skills,	 review	 content	 in	 great	 detail,	 and	 relate	 a
text	in	a	meaningful	way	to	their	own	lives.

By	 integrating	 rap	 into	 the	 regular	 curriculum,	 teachers	 can	use	 students’
out-of-school	interests	as	assets	to	learning	academic	subjects	in	school.	Rap
can	be	used	to	teach	new	material	as	well	as	to	reinforce	what	students	have
previously	 learned.	 Perhaps	 most	 importantly,	 I	 have	 found	 that	 when
students	invent	a	new	rap	themselves,	they	experience	the	excitement	and	joy
of	creation	and	an	authentic	sense	of	accomplishment	and	pride.	What’s	more,
their	self-confidence	soars!

Create	a	Rap
One	way	for	 teachers	 to	use	rap	and	other	art	 forms	is	by	following	step-

by-step	protocols,	 such	as	The	Rap	Protocol.	 I	have	used	The	Rap	Protocol
successfully	 in	my	 own	 classes	 and	 have	 worked	 with	many	 teachers	 who
find	 the	 steps	 fun	 to	do	and	easy	 to	 follow.	The	Rap	Protocol	can	be	easily
adapted	for	any	content	area	or	grade	level.

The	 gradual	 release	 of	 responsibility	 model	 has	 teachers	 slowly	 and
gradually	relinquish	responsibility	from	themselves	to	their	students.



The	Rap	Protocol	can	be	used	for	a	whole	class,	pairs	of	students,	or	small
groups—especially	 when	 teachers	 use	 a	 gradual	 release	 of	 responsibility
approach.	As	students	work	in	pairs	or	small	groups,	 they	learn	the	step-by-
step	sequence	of	The	Rap	Protocol	and	become	increasingly	 independent	as
rap	 artists.	 In	 the	 process	 of	 creating	 raps,	 students	 discuss	 and	 master
challenging	content-area	facts	and	concepts.	The	concepts	and	vocabulary	of
their	 raps	 depend	 on	 the	 topic	 or	 content	 area	 they	 are	 studying.	 Topics	 of
student	 raps	can	 range	 from	simple	 routines,	 such	as	 learning	clean-up	 time
routines,	 to	 complex	 science	 material,	 such	 as	 learning	 the	 process	 of
photosynthesis	or	the	scientific	method.	In	my	own	classes,	I	have	found	that
all	types	of	raps	work	well—published	raps,	teacher-made	raps,	and	student-
created	raps.

Using	The	Rap	Protocol
After	 students	 read	 an	 assigned	 (or	 self-selected)	 chapter	 or	 book,	 the

teacher	 can	 introduce	 rap	 as	 a	 genre	 for	 reviewing	 and	 deepening	 their
understanding.	 The	 teacher	 can	 explain	 how	 rap’s	 use	 of	 literary	 elements
such	as	alliteration,	 allusion,	 rhythm,	and	 rhyme	 is	 similar	 to	 the	use	of	 the
same	literary	elements	in	classic	poems	by	Tennyson,	Keats,	Frost,	Whitman,
or	Shakespeare.	Then,	the	teacher	can	select	one	or	two	literary	elements	as	a
focus	for	each	lesson,	depending	on	the	needs	of	the	class.

To	begin,	the	teacher	models	by	reading	a	rap	aloud,	such	as	“The	MCAS
Rap,”	a	 rap	 from	 the	appendix	of	 this	book,	or	 a	 rap	 found	on	 the	 Internet.
Then,	 the	 teacher	 guides	 students	 as	 they	 follow	The	Rap	 Protocol	 (Figure
1.6),	which	is	designed	to	help	students	of	all	ages	create	their	own	original
raps	about	the	content	they	are	learning.

Figure	1.6	The	Rap	Protocol

1. The	teacher	tells	students	to	use	rhythm	and	rhyme	to	create	a	rap
about	their	chapter	or	book,	explaining	that	not	every	line	must
rhyme.	(In	addition,	the	teacher	can	also	encourage	students	to	use
alliteration	and	rhymes	within	a	line.)

2. The	teacher	explains	that	students’	raps	should	use	language
appropriate	for	performing	in	school.

3. After	writing	their	rap,	students	practice	reading	it	aloud	expressively
and	rhythmically,	adding	gestures,	clapping,	body	movement,	or
costumes.



4. Students	then	perform	their	rap	for	the	class.	An	additional	option	is
to	record	the	performances	and	then	post	them	on	a	classroom
website	or	blog.	Students	can	also	perform	their	raps	live	for	families,
school	assemblies,	or	nursing	homes.

5. Students	display	their	written	raps	on	bulletin	boards	in	the	classroom
or	school	display	cases.	They	can	also	publish	their	work	in	school
newsletters	or	online	student	newspapers.	(Note:	Accompanying	art
work	can	also	be	encouraged	and	displayed.)

Using	Student-and	Teacher-Created	Raps
Student-created	 raps	 are	 a	 great	 way	 for	 students	 to	 consolidate	 what

they’ve	learned.	They	can	be	used	to	review	for	weekly	quizzes,	midterms,	or
other	tests	and	assessments.	Raps	are	also	a	good	way	to	help	students	review
material	to	help	them	meet	state	and	national	goals	and	standards.

In	 the	 rap	 that	 follows,	 each	 student	 in	 a	 third-grade	 innercity	 class	 in
Boston,	Massachusetts,	 created	 a	 line	 in	 the	 rap	 to	 review	 good	 test-taking
techniques.	 This	 helped	 them	 prepare	 for	 the	 state-mandated	 MCAS	 test
(Massachusetts	Comprehensive	Assessment	 System).	Creating	 and	 chanting
“The	 MCAS	 Rap”	 not	 only	 helped	 these	 third-graders	 improve	 their	 test-
taking	 skills,	 but	 also	 increased	 their	 self-confidence.	 Other	 sample	 raps
included	 here	 are	 “The	First	Day	Rap”	 and	 the	 “Clean-Up	Time	Rap.”	 See
Appendix	B	for	additional	songs,	raps,	and	poems.

The	MCAS	Rap
Pseudonyms	are	used	in	place	of	students’	real	names.

Chorus

We	are	here	today
To	rap	about	a	test
Called	the	MCAS
So	you	can	do	your	best.

Verse	1

My	name	is	Kenisha	and	the	first	thing	that	you
do	Is	to	read	the	directions	all	the	way	through.
My	name	is	TJ,	and	the	next	step	that	you	take
Is	to	read	the	title;	don’t	take	a	break.
My	name	is	Savari,	and	the	next	thing	that	you	do
Is	to	read	the	italics;	that	is	what	you	do.



My	name	is	Erin,	and	the	fourth	thing	that	you	do
Is	to	read	the	questions,	then	go	back	and	review.

Chorus

Verse	2

My	name	is	Bill,	and	after	we	review,
You	start	the	story;	that	is	what	you	do.
My	name	is	Chris,	and	when	we	find	the	answer
We	make	sure	to	highlight	to	get	the	right	answer.
My	name	is	Deidre,	and	I	have	a	suggestion
After	you	highlight,	read	the	next	question.
My	name	is	Maya,	and	we’ve	shown	you	the	way
To	conquer	the	MCAS,	so	have	a	nice	day!

This	rap	is	about	students’	excitement	on	the	first	day	of	school.	It’s	a	great
conversation	starter	and	a	nice	way	to	introduce	the	school	year.

First	Day	Rap
by	Dona	Herweck	Rice

Look	out	world,
Here	I	come,
Ready	to	learn	and	have	some	fun!

Shoes	on	my	feet,
Thoughts	in	my	head,
Pencil’s	been	sharpened	and	my	tummy’s	been	fed.

Desks	are	ready,
Shiny	and	clean.
For	the	most	curious	kids	ever	seen.

Teacher	at	the	doors,
Saying	hello,
Students	lined	up,	ready	to	go.

It’s	a	brand	new	day,
It’s	a	brand	new	year!
Come	on,	class,	it’s	time	to	cheer!

Hip	hip	hoorah!
Hip	hip	hooray!
A	brand	new	school	year	starts	today!

This	rap	was	written	for	teaching	classroom	routines	in	grades	K–2.	It	helps



give	students	a	heads	up	about	what	 to	expect.	Chanting	 this	 rap	 is	 fun	and
provides	 an	excellent	way	 to	help	young	 students	make	a	 smooth	 transition
from	one	activity	to	the	next.	(Note:	this	is	meant	as	a	“call	and	response”	rap.
Teacher	says,	“Ringa-ding-ding!	Hear	the	chime?”	and	kids	respond,	“Clean-
up	time!	Clean-up	time!”	Then	teacher	asks,	“Dirty	floor?”	and	kids	answer,
“Not	any	more,”	and	so	on.)

Clean-Up	Time	Rap
by	Dona	Herweck	Rice

Ringa-ding-ding!

Hear	the	chime?

Clean-up	time!

Clean-up	time!

Dirty	floor?

Not	anymore!

Messy	desks?

We	won’t	rest!

Books	off	rack?

Put	them	back!

Toys	askew?

That	won’t	do!

Come	on	team!

Let’s	get	clean!

Comparing	Rap	and	Traditional	Poetry
Rap	and	traditional	poetry	are	similar	in	many	ways	because	they	both

include	 many	 of	 the	 same	 literary	 features:	 alliteration,	 allusion,
figurative	 language,	hyperbole,	 imagery,	 irony,	 theme,	metaphor,	 simile,
mood	 creation,	 onomatopoeia,	 personification,	 symbolism,	 rhythm
patterns,	 rhyme	 schemes,	 and	 so	 forth.	Most	 raps	 today	 are	 intended	 to
accompany	dancing;	consequently,	rap’s	distinctive	rhythms	and	beats	are
typically	 strong	and	powerful.	However,	 this	 is	 not	necessarily	 the	 case
with	classic	poetry;	the	rhythms	of	classic	poems	follow	patterns	that	may
be	 subtle	 compared	 to	 the	 signature	 rhythms	 of	 rap.	 Rap	 is	 written	 in



iambic	pentameter,	which	gives	rap	music	the	sensation	of	being	behind
the	 beat.	 Moreover,	 the	 content	 and	 ideas	 of	 rap	 and	 classic	 poetry
typically	differ—but	not	always.

Reflect	and	Discuss

1. What	are	some	possible	benefits	of	using	students’	interests	as	part	of
literacy	and	content-area	lessons?

2. Which	of	the	protocols,	strategies,	and	materials	in	this	chapter	would
you	like	to	use	in	an	upcoming	lesson?	What	do	you	need	to	do	to	plan
for	this?

3. What	challenges	might	you	encounter	using	these	protocols,	strategies,
or	materials,	and	how	could	you	handle	them?
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